
RURAL FINANCE LIMITED

Privacy Notice

Introduction

Rural Finance Limited and Caledonia Asset Finance is committed to protecting and respecting

your privacy.

This privacy policy sets out how we use and protect any information that we gather when you use

this website. This policy also explains your rights under DPA (Data ProtectionAct) and GDPR (General
Data Protection Regulation).

We are committed to ensuring that your privacy is protected. Should we ask you to provide certain

information by which you can be identified, then you can be assured that it will only be usedin
accordance with this privacy statement.

Please read the following carefully to understand our views and practices regarding your personal

data and how we will treat it. By visiting our websites, you are accepting and consenting to the
practices described in this policy.

For the purpose of UK General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the Data Protection Act

2018, the data controller is Rural Finance Limited, 5 Wilkinson Court, Wilkinson Business Park,
Wrexham, LL13 9AE and Caledonia Asset Finance, Kynoch Lodge,Turriff, AB53 4HA

What information we collect

We may collect the following information:

➢ Name, Date of Birth, address history and job title.

➢ Contact Information including email address

➢ Demographic information such as postcode, preferences and interests

➢ Other personal information relevant
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What we do with the information we gather



We require this information to understand your needs and provide you with a better service, and in

particular for the following reasons:

➢ Internal record keeping

➢ We may use the information to improve our products and services

➢ We may periodically send promotional emails, special offers or other information which we

think you may find interesting using the address you have provided.

➢ From time to time, we may also use your information to contact you for market research

purposes. We may contact you via phone, email or mail. We may use your feedback to
customise the website.

Information you give to us

➢ Name, Date of Birth, address history and job title.

➢ Contact Information including email address

➢ Demographic information such as postcode, preferences and interests

➢ Other personal information relevant

Who we share the information you gave us with

If you instruct us to look for Finance on your behalf, we will share the information you have given us

with our funders (a list of our funders can be found at the bottom of this policy).

What funders do with your data

In order to approve your application our funders will supply your personal information to credit

reference agencies and the Credit Reference Agencies (CRAs) will give the funders information about
you, such as about your financial history. The funders do this to assess credit worthiness, product
suitability, check your identity, manage your account, trace and recover debts and prevent criminal
activity.

The funders will continue to exchange information with the CRAs on an ongoing basis, including

about  your settled accounts and any debts not fully repaid on time. CRAs will share your information
with other organisations. Your data will also be linked to the data of your spouse, any joint applicants
or other financial associates.

The personal information you have supplied will also be shared with fraud prevention agencies who

will use it to prevent fraud and money-laundering and verify your identity. If fraud is detected, you
could be refused certain services, finance or employment.
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Security



We are committed to ensuring that your information is secure. In order to prevent unauthorised

access or disclosure we have put in place suitable physical, electronic and managerial procedures to
safeguard and secure the information we collect online.

Cookies

The cookie helps analyse web traffic or lets you know when you visit a particular site. Cookies allow

web applications to respond to you as an individual. The web application can tailor its operations to

your needs, likes and dislikes by gathering and remembering information about your preferences.

We use traffic log cookies to identify which pages are being used. This helps us analyse data about

webpage traffic and improve our website in order to tailor it to our customers needs.

Overall, cookies help us provide you with a better website, by enabling us to monitor which pages

you find useful and which you do not. A cookie in no way gives us access to your computer or any

information about you, other than the data you choose to share with us.

The use of cookies is an industry standard, and most websites use them to provide useful features for

their customers. Cookies in themselves do not personally identify users, although they do in a user’s
computers. Most browsers are initially set to accept cookies. If you prefer you can set your system to
refuse cookies. However, you may not be able to take full advantage of a website if you doso.

How to disable and enable cookies

Step 1- Launch Internet Explorer, click the cog in the right-hand corner.

Step 2- Select options

Step 3- Choose the Privacy tab and click the advanced button

Step 4- On the next screen, select block for both first party and third-party cookies.

Step 5- Click ok, then close the windows.

Where we store your personal data

All information you provide to us is stored on our secure servers.

Unfortunately, the transmission of information via the internet is not completely secure. Although wewill do
our best to protect your personal data, we cannot guarantee the security of your data transmitted to our site;
any transmission is at your own risk. Once we have received your information, we will use strict procedures
and security features to try to prevent unauthorised access.
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Retention

We will normally retain your personal data for a period of 7 years. Under certain circumstances this

period may vary if we consider it necessary for good operational or commercial reasons, or in order
to meet other legal obligations. If you would like details of our retention policy please contact our
Compliance Officer at compliance@rural-finance.co.uk



Your rights

You have the right to ask us not to process your personal data for marketing purposes. We will

inform you (before collecting your data) if we intend to use your data for such purposes or if we
intend to disclose your information to any third party for such purposes. You can exercise your
rightto prevent such processing by ticking the relevant boxes on your agreement or Pre-Contact
Disclosure. You can also exercise the right at any time by contacting us at
compliance@rural-finance.co.uk.

Our site may, from time to time, contain links to and from the websites of our partner networks,

advertisers and affiliates. If you follow a link to any of these websites, please note that these
websites have their own privacy policies and that we do not accept any responsibility or liability for
these policies. Please check these policies before you submit any personal data to these websites.

Your rights under Data Protection Law

We operate under the Data Protection Act 2018 (‘DPA’) and the UK General Data Protection

Regulation (‘GDPR’).

The DPA and GDPR apply to ‘personal data’ we process, and the data protection principles set out

the main responsibilities we are responsible for.

We must ensure that personal data shall be:

a) processed lawfully, fairly and in a transparent manner;

b) collected for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes and not further processed in a
manner that is incompatible with those purposes;

c) adequate, relevant and limited to what is necessary in relation to the purposes for which they are

processed;

d) accurate and where necessary kept up to date;

e) kept for no longer than is necessary for the purposes for which the personal data are processed.

We operate a data retention policy that ensures we meet this obligation.

f) processed in a manner that ensures appropriate security of the personal data, including protection

against unauthorised or unlawful processing and against accidental loss, destruction or damage,
using appropriate technical or organisational measures

We ensure lawful processing of personal data by obtaining consent; or where there is a contractual

obligation to do so in providing appropriate products and services; or where processing the data is
necessary for the purposes of our legitimate interests in providing appropriate products and
services.

In the majority of cases we process personal data based on your contract with the us. In other cases,

we process personal data only where there are legitimate grounds for doing so.
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To meet our Data Protection obligations, we have established comprehensive and proportionate

governance measures.

We ensure data protection compliance across the organisation through:



a) implementing appropriate technical and organisational measures including internal data
protection policies, staff training, internal audits of processing activities, and reviews of internal HR
policies.

b) maintaining relevant documentation on processing activities.

c) implementing measures that meet the principles of data protection by design and data protection

by default including data minimisation, pseudonymisation, transparency, deploying the most up-to
date data security protocols and using data protection impact assessments across our organisation
and in any third party arrangements.

Under the GDPR You have the following specific rights in respect of the personal data we

process: 1. The right to be informed about how we use personal data.

This Privacy Statement explains who we are; the purposes for which we process personal

data and our legitimate interests in so doing; the categories of data we process; third party
disclosures; and details of any transfers of personal data outside the UK.

2. The right of access to the personal data we hold. This will be free of charge and must be
provided within 30 days of receipt.

3. The right to rectification, where data is inaccurate or incomplete. In such cases we shall

make any amendments or additions within 30 days of the request.

4. The right to erasure of personal data, but only in very specific circumstances, typically

where the personal data is no longer necessary in relation to the purpose for which it
was originally collected or processed; or, in certain cases where we have relied on
consent to process the data, when that consent is withdrawn and there is no other
legitimate reason for continuing to process that data; or when the individual objects to
the processing and there is no overriding legitimate interest for continuing the
processing.

5. The right to restrict processing, for example while we are reviewing the accuracy or

completeness of data or deciding on whether any request for erasure is valid. In such
cases we shall continue to store the data, but not further process it until such time as we
have resolved the issue.

6. The right to data portability which, subject to a number of qualifying conditions, allows

individuals to obtain and reuse their personal data for their own purposes across
different services.
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7. The right to object in cases where processing is based on legitimate interests, where our

requirement to process the data is overridden by the rights of the individual concerned;
or for the purposes of direct marketing (including profiling); or for processing for



purposes of scientific / historical research and statistics, unless this is for necessary for
the performance of a public interest task.

8. Rights in relation to automated decision making and profiling.

Please contact our compliance officer at compliance@rural-finance.co.uk for more information
about the GDPR and your rights under Data Protection law.

If you have a complaint about data protection at Rural Finance Limited contact our Compliance

Officer at compliance@rural-finance.co.uk

Alternatively contact our supervisory authority for data protection compliance (www.ico.org.uk):

Information Commissioner's Office

Wycliffe House,

Water Lane,

Wilmslow,

Cheshire,

SK9 5AF

Tel: 0303 123 1113 (local rate) or 01625 545 745 (national rate)

Changes to our Privacy Policy

Any changes we may make to our privacy policy in the future will be posted on our website and
where appropriate notified to you by e-mail.

Contact

Questions, comments and requests regarding this privacy policy are welcomed and should be

addressed via email to our compliance officer, at compliance@rural-finance.co.uk
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Rural Finance’s Funders

Agri Bank

Aldermore

Allicia Bank

AMC

Barclays

BNP Paribas

Braemar



Carrick Asset Finance

Catfoss Finance Ltd

Close Brother Motor Finance

Close Brothers Asset Finance

Davenham Asset Finance

Funding Circle

Hampshire Bank

Haydock Finance

Hitachi Capital

Interbay

Investec Asset Finance

Lloyds Bank Commercial Finance

Lombard / Natwest

Northridge Finance

Paragon Bank

Paragon Motor

Praetura Asset Finance

Propel Finance Limited

Quantum Funding

Simply Asset Finance

Société Generale Equipment Finance

Ultimate Asset Finance

United Trust Bank


